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*Comment* I have a huge problem with using public/alternative transportation near me. 1) Busses aren't frequent enough and I still have to walk a mile to reach a bus stop. 2) For my children, the bike routes are not safe to get to school (ie West McClellan near Stevens Creek/Deep Cliff to get to Kennedy and Monta Vista). 3) Bus times never coincided with the start time of school. In addition, the closest bus stop to Monta Vista/Kennedy was DeAnza college (a .5-1-mile walk). For my daughter to get to school for 7:30 classes, she would need to take the bus on the previous evening or just accept that she would get to the bus stop 5 minutes after class started (with a .5-1-mile walk). 4) Lastly, I don't understand why transit cannot coordinate ending times/transportation with large events (ie sporting events/competitions, theaters, community events, concerts). It seems like a no-brainer to encourage people to take mass transit. [1] mailto: